Cost of Living: Still the Number One
Issue
At the beginning of 2013, a McCrindle Research study showed that the rising cost of living was the
number one concern for Gen Ys, Gen Xers, and the Baby Boomer Generation across the nation.

Overall perceptions from state to state
Interestingly, two thirds of Australians think that the cost of living in their state is much higher or
somewhat higher than all the other states and territories. The belief that life is most expensive in one’s
own state is highest in Western Australia, where 91% of respondents said their living costs are greater
than those in other states and territories (compared to the national average of 69%). Next in line is New
South Wales, with 82% of respondents noting the cost of living to be higher in their state than in other
states and territories, followed closely by ACT and Tasmania, both at 80%. Queenslanders and South
Australians feel they have the best affordability with less than half (46%) saying living costs in their state
are higher than elsewhere around the country.

The pressure is on
88% of Australians feel the cost of living pressures are greater today than 5 years ago. While Western
Australia had the same percentage as the national average when analysing the increase overall, in the
extreme increase category it had the highest response at 63% (compared to the national average of
47%). The strongest response overall was given by South Australians, with 95% feeling an increase in
cost of living pressures.

Cost increases just keep going up
Cost increases have been most felt
through utility bills, with 83% of
Australians reporting that they have
experienced cost increases in their
power and gas bills that have had a
significant impact on their cost of
living. Petrol prices are the next in
line, with 77% reporting significant
costs, followed by grocery prices –
reported to have increased
significantly by 74% of the population.
More Tasmanians than other Australians (93%, compared to the national average of 83%) report paying
power and gas bills that have increased significantly in price in the last 5 years. In a similar way,
respondents from the ACT report high cost increases in the cost of housing over the last 5 years when

compared to the other states (78% report that they’ve experienced cost increases that have had a
significant impact on their cost of living, compared to the national average of 43%).

The blame game
39% of Australians assert that the Federal
government is most responsible for
increased living costs, with only 1% of the
blame directed towards local constituent
government bodies. While only 34 % of
Generation Ys primarily blame the
government for the rise of living costs, that
percentage rises to 37% for Gen Xers, 42%
for Baby Boomers, and 49% for Builders –
blame on the federal government therefore
increases with age.
Utility companies are the next in line, with almost a quarter of Australians reporting that water,
electricity, and gas companies are to blame. In Tasmania, sentiment towards utility companies is worst
– with 40% of Tasmanians reporting that utility companies are to blame (compared to the national
average of 24%). Tasmanians also appear to have the best perceptions towards the federal
government, with only 13% of them directly placing blame on the federal government.

Everyday shopping changes
Over half of Australians report making significant changes to their shopping patterns over the last 5
years:


59% have changed how much they buy by cutting back on some purchases and not eating as
much.



52% of respondents have changed what they buy, buying more private label or supermarket
products rather than recognised brands.



51% of respondents have changed where they buy, shopping in cheaper supermarkets and
bulk retailers



48% have changed how they buy through online shopping, using discount vouchers, and only
buying items on sale

Reducing lifestyle expenditures
Over the past five years, Australians have significantly reduced their expenditure on a number of
different products and services. Holidays have been the first to go, with 45% of Australians having
reduced their costs or eliminated expenditure on holidays altogether. Over one third of Australians
have changed their expenditure to subscriptions such as TV, magazines, newspapers, and online

services. Over a quarter of Australians have reduced their gym, sports, or club memberships, and
reduced the outsourcing of home services.

While the study shows that Australians will readily give up their holidays or paid subscriptions when
times get tough, they are less willing or able to cut back when it comes to their children: Only 11% of
Australians report making cut-backs on private school fees, tuition, and education expenses, and only
9% have reduced spending on childcare and babysitting services.

Grim economic outlook
There is a fair bit of pessimism among Australians today – 3 out of 4 individuals feel that we are
‘worse now’ economically than we were last year. Out of this group of respondents, 65% hold that
Australia will be even worse next year, whereas the rest believe there will be a positive turn-around.
Western Australia is the most optimistic state when it comes to economic outlook, with 28% of
respondents sensing that Australia is economically better now than last year and will be even better
next year (compared to only 13% of the national average who held that same view).
Opinion on the grimness of Australia’s economic outlook increases with age. While only 29% of
Generation Ys hold to the matter that Australia is economically worse now than last year and will be
even worse next year, 48% of Generation Xers, 57% of Baby Boomers, and 59% of Builders expressed
this strong sentiment.

Everyday tips to saving money from everyday Australians
Through our qualitative analysis, hundreds of Australians wrote to us on the tips and trick they use to
save money by changing the way they do food and grocery bills, reduce energy costs, and alter their
lifestyle habits.

Food & Groceries


Economies of Scale: Prepare meals in bulk and freeze the leftovers for tomorrow’s dinner or
lunch at work.



Stick to a Plan: Plan out weekly menus and stay to a strict ‘menu-only’ purchasing plan.



Bargain Hunting: Note weekly specials, homebrands, seasonal veggies, and stock up on
discounted non-perishables.



Spreading it Out: Purchase reduced meat that can be stretched across several meals.



Eat at Home: Avoid eating out, impulse purchases, and shopping when you’re hungry.



Minimise Waste: Purchase smaller quantities of fresh food per purchase to avoid wastage.

Utility Bills


Turn it Off: Prevent using ‘standby’ electricity use by switching appliances off at the power
point.



Recycle: Reuse water by collecting rainwater for your garden or using bath water to wash your
car.



Plan Ahead: Plan shopping trips to maximize efficiency – plan many errands into one trip.



Rug Up: Keep warm with a jumper or blanket rather than using heating appliances.



Full loads only: Fill your washing machine completely, and do dishes once per day.



Free Sun: Use the outdoor drying line instead of a clothes dryer.



Move Your Feet: Walk or catch public transport instead of driving.

Lifestyle Choices


Sweat at Home: Exercise at home rather than joining a gym by walking, using fitness DVDs or
personal exercise equipment



Elbow Grease It: Do your own household duties rather than outsourcing cleaning, garden, and
lawn mowing.



Invite Them Around: Eat and entertain at home rather than dining out



Take a Shortcut: Use discount vouchers where possible and seek out affordable specials on
leisure activities



Keep it Local: Take holidays close to home and participate in local activities and attractions



Join the Groove: Take advantage of free public events and parks to enjoy entertainment and
meet friends

Finance Management 101 …from Everyday Aussies


Stick to It: Stick to a strict budget with what gets bought, with more attention paid to
necessities and a cut on luxury items and holidays.



Adapt Your Leisure: Cut back on leisure activities – spending more time at home or use free
entertainment



Sale It: Seek out sale items and bargain hunting



Increase Your Pay: Seek out a promotion, bonus, new job or extra jobs to pay bills



Downgrade: Make downgrades to free up cash by moving from a house to an apartment,
changing from private to public school or cutting back to one car.

ABOUT THIS STUDY
This research was conducted by McCrindle Research in May 2013 based on a nationwide study of
580+ respondents.
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Female 412
TOTAL 1,001
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4
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